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BTC MINERS ARE NOT SELLING BUT
ACCUMULATING THEIR CRYPTO FUNDS
by Nicholas Otieno, writing for Blockchain News
Based on a chart from the analytic firm Glassnode, the Miner Net Position change
(MNP) indicates that the difference between miner sales and miner rewards turned
positive (green) for the first time since December 27. This implies that the amount
of Bitcoin sold is less than the quantities added to miner-owned wallets. The miners
are not selling their Bitcoins but prefer accumulation - after selling the digital assets
for about two months in a row.

CITIGROUP: BITCOIN COULD BECOME
PREFERRED GLOBAL TRADE CURRENCY
by Kevin Helms, writing for Bitcoin.com
Citigroup says Bitcoin is at a tipping point and the cryptocurrency could become
“the currency of choice for international trade.” The firm wrote in a recent report
that “we could be at the start of massive transformation of cryptocurrency into
the mainstream.”

BELARUSIAN
GOVERNMENT
EXPLORES
POTENTIAL
MOVE INTO
CRYPTO MINING
by Helen Partz, writing for
Cointelegraph

ETHEREUM MINING REVENUE BREAKS
$1 BILLION MARK FOR THE FIRST TIME

The Ministry of Energy of

by MK Manoylov, writing for The Block Crypto

cons of cryptocurrency

the Republic of Belarus
officially announced
recently that it is actively
exploring the pros and
mining. Minister Viktor

Total Ethereum mining revenue reached $1.37 billion in February — a new
record, according to data from The Block. ETH mining revenue grew 65.1%
between January and February. During that time, transaction fees grew 122.1%.
Of the total revenue in February, $722.8 million, or 52.8%, came from fees. The
remaining $644.4 million came from block subsidies.

Karankevich said that the
crypto mining industry is
rapidly growing all over
the world in countries like
China, the United States,
Canada and Russia.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
In this week's episode of
Ledger Cast, host Brian
Krogsgard talks to Piers Kicks
of Delphi Digital and Bitkraft
Ventures about NFTs,

BTC BALANCE SHEETS: 42 COMPANIES
HOLD MORE THAN $65B WORTH OF BITCOIN
by Jamie Redman, writting for Bitcoin.com
Since the company Microstrategy shifted a lot of its treasury reserves into Bitcoin,
a great number of companies have followed the firm’s lead. According to the web

covering current hype,

portal bitcointreasuries.org, data shows that 42 companies are now represented on

trends to expect and more.

the list and the businesses hold more than $65 billion worth of Bitcoin. The

Listen to the episode here.

Corporate Bitcoin Stash is 6.43% out of the 21 Million Capped Supply.

NVIDIA WINS 3-YEAR LEGAL BATTLE
OVER $1B IN SALES OF MINING HARDWARE
by Cyrus McNally, writing for Cointelelgraph
Top GPU manufacturer Nvidia is celebrating after a judge nixed the lawsuit
accusing it of misleading investors by “understating” GPU sales to crypto
miners. A three-year-old lawsuit accusing Nvidia of “misrepresenting $1
billion in sales” of crypto mining hardware during the 2017/2018 bull run
came to a close on Mar. 2, with a California district court judge ruling in favor
of the GPU manufacturer.

KENTUCKY BILL
TO PROVIDE
TAX BREAKS
FOR LOCAL
CRYPTO MINERS

Israeli website Calcalist has reported that PayPal is in talks to acquire digital

by Helen Partz, writing for

asset custody firm Curv for $200 – $300 million. Late last year PayPal

Cointelegraph

launched cryptocurrency trading in the US with the service powered by US-

Kentucky lawmakers on
Tuesday approved several

PAYPAL RUMORED TO BUY DIGITAL
ASSET CUSTODY FIRM CURV
by Ledger Insights

based Paxos. It intends to roll out the ability for merchants to accept
cryptocurrencies this month.

state tax breaks including
House Bill 230, which
would remove the sales tax
from electricity purchased
by local crypto mining
operators.

GOOGLE SPOTLIGHTS BITCOIN, ETHEREUM AND
LITECOIN IN NEW CRYPTO FINANCE SECTION
by Daily Hodl Staff

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

The world’s biggest search engine is dedicating a section to cryptocurrencies on its
finance platform.Alongside the world’s major markets covering the US, Europe,
Asia and currencies, Google Finance has added a “Crypto” section spotlighting
Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC) and Bitcoin Cash (BCH).

